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Meet Stephanie, an all-things-fashion-obsessed San Franciscan. Despite having
graduated with Ph.D. in bioengineering, she soon after realized her true calling
was in fashion. In 2014, she launched her very own fashion label, Madeira, a line
of chic designs for petite women.        

1. My style in one sentence...

Casual Parisian street chic with a hint of disco or pop (my favorite pair of
booties is in gold). Think of Jane Birkin in the 70s and Marc Jacobs had a child
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together.

2. Best piece of fashion advice...

Style your outfits to draw people’s attention to your face, not your clothes.

3. You'll always find this in my purse...

My eyebrow pencil, Dr. Hauschka Lip Care Stick, Pre De Provence Shea Butter
Dry Skin Hand Cream in Original Scent (it smells so good so nourishing), and
a small notebook for sketching. My favorite one is the Moleskine Plain Pocket
Notebook in coral orange hard cover (great to capture design ideas in my
head).

4. One item I'll never get rid of...

My red Sportmax jacket from the AW 2010-11 collection (catwalked by Karlie
Kloss). I first saw it on a MaxMara lookbook during my first trip to Milan for a
EU-funded biotech project for which I was consulting (I was in the biotech
industry). Something about this jacket really drew me to it. Maybe it’s the sense
of confidence it conveys. I told myself that when I completed the project and
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got paid, I will reward myself with this jacket as my first “you’ve-made-it” gift.
On the last day of my final work trip, I went to the Sportmax store in Milan
before heading to the airport. I think because I worked super hard on that
project, this jacket became a memento that I can do things beyond my
perceived capability if I work hard.

                                                                                                                                       

5. I get my style inspiration from...
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Street scenes. People in real life are more interesting to me than in pictures. I
am always intrigued by how others style their outfits, especially if someone
(man or woman) exuberates a sense of confidence and attitude. These are
people who don’t let their clothes wear them, and usually don’t give a darn
about what other people think.

6. You'll never find me in...

Headband. It. Is. Just. Not. Me.

7. I can't leave the house without putting on...

My eyebrows. I was born with very little brow hair for each eye (still am). So I am
very conscious about having my brows drawn before I get out of the door. In my
opinion, your eyebrows frame your whole face.                              

8. I'm happiest wearing...

This very light and fun, flowy saffron color asymmetric dress that I designed for
the UC Berkeley 2009 Spring fashion show.

9. I wish I could pull off...

Stiletto.

10. My guilty pleasure...

Cheesy high school teenager movies, especially comedies. I grew up in Macau
(a former Portuguese colony next to Hong Kong) and came to the U.S. for
college by myself. It’s a way to for me to experience youth and the high-school
dramas I never had in the U.S.

11. My most embarrassing fashion faux-pas...

Overdressing for my college graduation headshot photo shoot. I wore a maxi
skirt and heels thinking that it would be a glamorous event. It turned out to be
just an arranged headshot where each person wore a square academic cap and

http://www.madeirabrand.com/pages/about-us
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a graduation gown to be photographed from chest up in a tiny little room.
Everyone in the line was looking at me and thought “what was she thinking?”

12. Products I swear by...

Philosophy’s Purity Made Simple One-Step facial cleanser and Shiseido
Ultimate Sun Protection Lotion (SPF 50+ Wetforce For Face/Body).

13. Best drugstore buy...

Aveeno’s Positively Radiant Daily Moisturizer with SPF 30. I have used a lot of
high-end brands from cosmetic counters but none beats the effectiveness and
texture of this more affordable version.

14. Items on repeat this season...

My Madeline Jumpsuit for petite women in black (especially when it’s hot
and sunny out). 
A pair of simple white jeans. Jeans that fit a short girl is hard to come by. I
am 5 ft 3 ish so when I find one that fits my height and (my post pregnancy)
shape, I stock it up. My favorite this season is a surprise from Old Navy’s
Mid-Rise Stay White Rockstar Skinny. 
Large Longchamp Le Pliage Tote in Red Garance. 
Shake It Off by Taylor Swift (my 11-month daughter loves dancing to it). 

15. Best brunch spot...

If I am craving for a typical San Francisco brunch, it would be Pomela. But if I
need a fix for my dim sum calling (because you cannot take the China out of a
girl), it would be Koi Palace.

16. My go-to drink...

A glass of red (either syrah or zin). A Montepulciano for extra point if the place
offers it.

17. The last app I used on my phone...
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Beauty, fitness, fashion, lifestyle! We've got it
covered.

" Cheered   # $ % &

Daniela G

Head of Community @ ShopStyle

' San Francisco, California

Facebook!

Don't forget to check out her website: www.madeirabrand.com!

Her brand name came from..."'Madeira' has many meanings. It means wood, a

great fine wine, a Portuguese island off the Atlantic Ocean. For me, it always

means home because it is the name of the street I grew up in Macau, a former

Portuguese territory."

Instagram: @madeirasteph
Twitter:  @MadeiraBrand
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